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Three years ago, the UK held a referendum on leaving the EU.
The result was 51:49 in favour of the UK leaving the EU, and so
the UK Government was obliged to invoke Art 50 of the EC
Treaty.  Invoking Art 50 triggered the start of a 2-year window
within which the UK had to negotiate its departure from, as
well as its ongoing relationship with, the EU.  The 2-year
window expired in April 2019, and has been extended, with the
most recent, flexible extension (or “flextension”) expiring in
January 2020.

As a result of the UK having been a member state of the EU
since its inception in 1973 , its laws have become inextricably
linked with the EU.  This has made it nearly impossible to
negotiate a clean break from the EU, and also the ongoing
relationship within the 2-year timeframe, so it
was decided to tackle the UK’s departure
from the EU in distinct phases, namely the
divorce phase and the transitional
phase.

Each year, every EU member state
pays money into the EU (effectively,
a membership fee) in return for
which, the EU pays-out to member
states money to pay for centralised
functions of the EU (e.g. running the
EU parliamentary system, agricul-

tural & fishing subsidies, environmental and cultural grants,
research budgets etc.).  As a result of this arrangement, each
EU member state has ongoing obligations to the EU, and the
EU has reciprocal obligations to each member state.

Untangling this is known as the “divorce” which will ultimately
result in a financial settlement (estimated to be circa £33bn)
from the UK to the EU to enable the UK to leave the EU, whilst
ensuring that the UK & the EU settle and/or agree to honour
their  ongoing reciprocal obligations to one another between
now and 2060.

The transitional phase of the UK’s departure from the EU is a
fixed period of time during which the UK will not be an EU
member state, but will be obliged to adhere to EU laws and
procedures.  The purpose of the transitional period is to
reduce uncertainty and to avoid a cliff-edge situation whereby
the UK is suddenly left without national legislation to replace
EU legislation that is currently in-force in the UK.

The UK Government has already enacted legislation to “copy
and paste” EU laws into domestic law, but until the situation
with regard to the rights of UK businesses and citizens living in
the EU and vice-versa has been fully-resolved, the transitional
period is there to preserve the status quo until such time as
the negotiations regarding a possible future relationship with
the EU have been concluded.

One of the main drivers behind
Brexit was to enable the UK to

regain control over its
domestic laws and

constitution (its sover-

*One of the
main stumbling blocks of the

UK’s departure from the EU has been how to deal
with the “Northern Ireland Problem”.  Anyone who lives on the
island or Ireland, that is to say, in Eire, which is an EU member
state, or Northern Ireland, which is part of the UK, can choose to
identify as British or Irish or both.  Also, due to the Republic of
Ireland and the UK both being EU member states at present,

there are no physical
or legal borders between the north and

south affecting trade or citizens rights.  However, when the UK
leaves the EU, if the status quo is maintained, then Northern
Ireland would provide a conduit through which goods/services
could pass into and out of the EU without customs or other
checks.  However, to introduce a border would violate the prin-
ciples of the Good Friday Agreement which, inter alia, prohibits
a border and which permits any resident on the island or Ireland
to identify as British or Irish or both.  In short, there can neither
be a border, nor no border, and this problem as been virtually

eignty), as well as to enable it to  negotiate its own trade deals
with non-EU countries.  At present, this is not possible because
all domestic legislation must be harmonised across the EU, and
any trade deals must be between the entire EU as a single unit
and the third-party country; and not between individual
member states and the third-party country.  The UK will also
be able to control its own immigration policies and taxation,
and it is hoped that the UK will thus be able to make it more
attractive for overseas businesses to invest in the UK.  After
Brexit, it is believed that the UK may revert to being an inde-
pendent country, albeit with close ties to the EU.

The “Brexit deal” is the negotiated agreement between the UK
and the remaining 27 EU member states that covers the
divorce and the transitional phases.  So far, the EU has refused
to negotiate the future relationship, but has
agreed to negotiate a possible future relation-
ship between the UK and the EU during the
transitional period.

The main problem facing the UK govern-
ment has been an insufficient majority in
the House of Commons to enable it to
push-through the legislation that would
enable the Brexit deal to come into effect,
and thus allow the UK to actually leave
the EU and so go on to negotiate the
future trading relationship with the EU.

The UK parliamentary procedure is somewhat complex, but it
basically requires a majority of votes before any Bill can be passed
into law.  The voting system is binary insofar as MPs either accept
a Bill in its entirety, or if they have any objection to any part of the
Bill, they have to reject it in its entirety.  As the negotiated Brexit
deal contains many controversial provisions*, securing a majority
has proven to be very difficult.

However, the Brexit deal was recently approved by Parliament,
but domestic politics has forced a delay in its implementation
pending a General Election.  To allow time for the UK’s General
Election, the EU has agreed to a flextension until January 2020,
but whether or not the Brexit deal will ever be ratified is still
uncertain and very much dependent on the outcome of the
General election, as follows:

● Conservative majority: the Brexit Bill will probably be
ratified in January 2020 and the UK will leave the EU
then.

● Labour majority: a further delay may ensue to allow the
government to completely renegotiate the Brexit deal.

● Liberal Democrat majority: a promise is to revoke the
UK’s Article 50 declaration, thereby cancelling Brexit in
its entirety.

Until the results of the general election are known, there remains
some considerable uncertainty as to what will actually happen
with regard to the UK leaving the EU, and crucially, when.

irreconcil-
able.  The (temporary) solution contained

in the most recent Brexit deal is to have a virtual border in the
Irish Sea between Ireland and the mainland UK, whereby
goods/services could pass freely between the UK and Northern
Ireland provided they do not eventually end up in The Republic
of Ireland (in which case, checks and duties would be applied);
and which would enable goods/services to pass freely between
The Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland, provided those
goods/services don’t eventually leave the island or Ireland (in
which case, checks and duties would be applied).  This compro-
mise is believed will meet the immediate needs of “Irish” citizens
and business, and there is a 4-yearly opt-in in place to enable the
situation to be cancelled or renegotiated at intervals.



PATENTS

●European patents granted by the European Patent Office will still be
able to be validated in the United Kingdom exactly as they are now.

●UK applicants will likewise continue to be able to apply for European patents and
have them granted and validated in all of the existing  European Patent Convention

(EPC) member states.

●There will be no impediment whatsoever to overseas applicants appointing a UK professional
representative to represent them before the European Patent Office.

The status quo with regard to European and UK patents will be maintained.

The only possible complication is in relation to the “unitary patent”, which has not yet even
been ratified (due to a constitutional challenge in the German courts).  The unitary patent is
a proposal to replace individual validations of a European patent (but only in the EU member

states) by a single “EU validation”, which is effective throughout the entire EU.

Even under the unitary patent system, it would still be necessary to validate a
granted European patent in those countries which were not also EU member

states.  Therefore, when the UK leaves the EU, although the UK will not be
included in the unitary patent (if that ever comes into force), it will

still be possible to validate a granted European patent in the
United Kingdom in exactly the same way as applicants

do now.

Country Member  of
EPC EU

Albania P

Austria P P

Belgium P P

Bulgaria P P

Croatia P P

Cyprus P P

Czech Republic P P

Denmark P P

Estonia P P

Finland P P

France P P

Germany P P

Greece P P

Hungary P P

Iceland P

Ireland P P

Italy P P

Latvia P P

Liechtenstein P

Lithuania P P

Luxembourg P P

Malta P P

Monaco P

Netherlands P P

Macedonia P

Norway P

Poland P P

Portugal P P

Romania P P

San Marino P

Serbia P

Slovakia P P

Slovenia P P

Spain P P

Sweden P P

Switzerland P

Turkey P

United Kingdom P ?



EU rights apply equally and automatically to all EU member states, so when new countries
join the EU, European Community trade marks and designs automatically extend to those

new countries.  Likewise, when a country leaves the EU (such as the UK in due course),
then the rights conferred by a European community trade mark or design will cease to

have effect in the country that has left the EU.

The UK could therefore find itself in a situation where European trade marks granted
by the EUIPO will no longer have effect in the United Kingdom.  However, to
prevent this from happening, the UK Government has already implemented
legislation, which will mean that European community trade marks and designs
will be automatically “re-registered” as corresponding UK registered trade
marks, and UK registered designs.

This will mean, therefore, that no rights are actually lost, but rather that the
single EU trade mark or design which previously covered 28 EU member states
will cover the remaining 27 EU member states, plus there will be a UK
re-registration, which covers the UK

The procedure for re-registering an EU trade mark or registered design in the
United Kingdom will be automatic and free of charge.  Whilst applicants may
have the option to opt-out of this procedure, there will effectively be no loss
of rights or loss of territorial coverage.

The only real implication is in relation to renewal fees, where after Brexit,
applicants will need to renew in the EU as well as the UK re-registration
separately if those rights are to be preserved.

After the UK leaves the EU, if an applicant requires trademark and/or registered
design protection in the UK as well as the remainder of the EU, then they will

need to file two parallel UK and EU trade mark/registered design applications.

With regard to unregistered design rights and copyright, there are already two
parallel systems in operation, namely UK design right and unregistered EU design

right.  The main differences between these extant parallel rights is that the UK right
lasts longer than the equivalent EU right, but the UK design right does not cover surface

decoration or ornamentation whereas the EU version can.

Any EU design right in force before “Brexit day” will continue in the UK for the remainder
of its term (3 years).  Any EU design right that comes into force on, or after, “Brexit day”

will not be effective in the UK.  However, UK design right will be in force (as it always was)
and will be unaffected by the UK leaving the EU.

The rights of the UK patent attorneys, and in particular dual-qualified UK and European patent attorneys,
will be completely unaffected by Brexit.  We will continue to be able to act for our clients in the UK and
before the European Patent Office, as well as before WIPO for filing PCT applications designating inter alia,
the United Kingdom and the European Patent Office.  The status quo  will therefore remain with regard to
patents.

In relation to representation before the EUIPO, however, things are very different.  The rules of the EUIPO
require all professional representatives to be 1) a national of an EU member state, 2) a resident of an EU
member state, and 3) to have a principal place of business in an EU member state.  This “triple-lock”
essentially means that the majority of the UK’s European trade mark and design profession will be
automatically removed from the EUIPO Register of professional representatives the second that Brexit
occurs, and we will not be able to represent clients directly before the EUIPO.

Some firms have taken steps to establish offices in EU member states and to employ EU nationals in those
member states so that they can continue their practice before the EUIPO.  However, this is not a step that
Hutchinson IP has taken because trade mark design work amounts to less than 1% of our overall practice
(we are primarily a patent attorney firm) and so this was deemed to be lacking cost effectiveness.

Therefore, although Tom Hutchinson will automatically be removed from the EUIPO list of professional
representatives on Brexit day, this does not necessarily mean that Hutchinson IP will not be able to
represent you!  The reason for this is that even though an EU national, resident and worker must be
appointed to represent applicants before the EUIPO, any person who is qualified to act before WIPO
is able to apply for an EU registered design or trade mark via The Hague system of international
applications.

Therefore, Hutchinson IP intends to continue representing its clients before the EUIPO, albeit via
the slightly more indirect route of filing a Hague application designating the EUIPO, rather than
by filing directly at the EUIPO itself.  This will have certain cost implications (a Hague
application is slightly most expensive than a direct EUIPO application), but Hutchinson IP
intends to absorb this addition cost so as to maintain the status quo  for its clients.

TRADE MARKS
AND DESIGNS



Although there are potentially some complications arising in relation to intellectual property as a result of
Brexit, the overall situation will be that there is very little, if any, change at all.

●Patents will be unaffected
●There will be changes to Trade Marks and Registered Designs, namely the free & automatic “re-

registration” or EU trade marks & designs in the UK, and dual renewal fees going forward.

Where any change occurs, there
will likely be work-arounds or other ways to protect client’s rights.
We are confident, here at Hutchinson IP, that we will be able to continue acting
for our clients in almost exactly the same way as we have been for the past 10
years.

If you have any specific questions regarding Brexit, then please direct them to
Tom Hutchinson who will be more than happy to assist.

Hutchinson IP Ltd
57 Hoghton Street

Southport
PR9 0PG

United Kingdom

Tel: +44 1704 320 084
Fax: +44 1704 320 034

tom@hutchinsonip.com
www.hutchinsonip.com
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